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ABSTRACT

Current techniques to simulate the dynamical behaviour of Quark-Gluon Plasma
(QGP) reveal that the order of the phase transition as well as the values of the criti-
cal parameters depend on the number of quark flavours as well as on the quark-masses
included in the simulation. We attempt to show here the effects of the number of quark
flavours and quark-masses on critical parameters by using the perturbative, finite temper-
ature field theory to g* order in the strong coupling gt. We treat the hadrons as particles
with finite size and its implications on the equation of state for hadron gas are studied.
We find that the critical temperature Tt is lowered by 9 MeV as we move from two to
three quark flavours. The nature of the phase transition always remains as first order.
However, the inclusion of quark-masses in our calculation does not affect the result much.
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I Introduction

The expected formation of a hot and dense matter in the central region of high energy
heavy-ion collisions at the planned BNL Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) and the
CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) offers the opportunity to study QCD in a large
volume at high energy densities. One of the most exciting predictions of QCD is the
existence of a phase transition at some critical temperature Tc and critical baryon chemical
potential ftc to a new phase of free quarks and gluons - the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP)' '2.
Progress in the understanding of the properties of QGP is evading due to two reasons:
firstly QCD is nonperturbative and secondly the experimental data are hard to analyse
and quantify. Lattice gauge theories for finite-temperature QCD have contributed a lot to
our understanding of the phase transition3'4. The targets of lattice investigations are the
determination of the temperature Tc, the order of the phase transition and temperature
dependence of the bulk thermodynamic quantities 9uch as the pressure or the energy
density of the matter.

Recent lattice calculations have given us some new results on the order and the value
of the critical temperature Tc of the quark-hadron phase transition3'4. They reveal a big
difference in the physics of QCD for the three cases of zero, two, or more quark flavours.
When there are no quarks, i.e. in the pure gauge theory, there is a possibility of a trti first
order deconfining phase transition. For two quarks, one finds a continuous transitio .. For
three or more massless quark flavours, the transition is again first order. As the a quark
mass is increased from zero, the transition changes from first order to a continuous one.
The transition temperature is also sensitive to the number of flavours. In the pure gauge
theory and with Nj = 2, Tc is about 230 MeV and it drops with increasing Nf reaching
~ 100 MeV for four flavours. Furthermore, the onset of ideal plasma behaviour requires
(€ —4F)/T"1 to vanish. Here 6 is the energy density, P pressure and T the temperature
of the system. Lattice simulations reveal that it does not vanish for TjTc < 1.5 — 2 which
means that the quarks and the gluons in the QGP are still weakly interacting at T > Tc.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effects of masses of the quarks and their
interactions on the critical parameters of the phase transition by using the alternative
tool of the finite-temperature field theory. In the regime of extremely large temperatures,
where perturbation theory becomes applicable, at least to some order, analytical calcu-
lations can be done and their results can be compared with those of the lattice gauge
theory in order to get an insight on several issues raised by lattice results and their inter-
pretations. Although we acknowledge the limited nature of our approach because of the
persistent non-perturbative effects even at large temperature or due to involved infrared
singularities, it is still worthwhile to explore analytically the properties of hot QCD. In
an earlier paper, we investigated5 the volume corrections on the equation of state for the
hadron gas by treating nucleons or antinudeons as the hard-core particles or bags and
we also incorporated the interactions among partons in the QGP equation of state and
studied their effects on the phase transition. Recently we demonstrated6 the implications
of such a study on the isothermal baryon number fluctuation which plays a significant
role in the Primordial Nucleosynthesis (PNS) in the early Universe.



II Equation of state for QGP

The equation of state for QGP consisting of quarks with quark chemical potential (iq —
/is/3 and gluons, can be derived from the thermodyamical potential

(1)

(2)

T,Vtp,) = -±tnZ

where Z is the partition function, ft = \jT. We can write:

ftocp = n0 + ft,

where ft0 is the potential due to non-interacting partons in plasma and ft/ is the inter-
action part. Similarly, pressure in the plasma can also be written as pQGP = R, + P, =

PaF

For a QGP consisting of free partons e.g. gluons, massless u,d quarks and a massive
strange quark, we get the pressure in the statistical thermodynamics as7-8

dK

«-£••
where / (/+) are the fermionic (antifermionic) equilibrium distribution functions:

K =

(3)

(4)

Here EK = yJK2 + m2 is the energy of a strange quark and B is the vacuum pressure ,
a bag constant. For three massless flavours, we get from (3):

(5)

pW _ pW , p(s)

The gluons loop contribution is given as

We can now evaluate the pressure arising due to loop or exchange-diagrams having
second order contributions in g2 to the self-energy.

(6)

- ir a2 Nc N3 T< . (7)

Similarly the other part comes as follows:

2m2

+ 1 (8)
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where f? = fp+fpt Nc is the number of colours, N3 = JV* — 1 is the number of colour
gauge group SU(NC), and w = |p — ?j. For two massless and one massive strange quark
flavours, we get from (6), (7) and (8) as:

/ f > = -a.

-a.

(9)

where p and q are the magnitudes of the momenta of internal quark lines in the loop
diagrams. In the third term of Eq.(9), we find that the point p = q ^ 0 in the dou-
ble integral gives a superficial singularity which can be avoided by using the Gaussian
curvature method in which the double integration is done by dividing p, q intervals into
different bins such that p, q do not remain indentical. The expression for three mas? less
quark flavours can be derived from Eq.(9) and is given as

•£(««•• £)]• (10)

Pressure arising due to ring diagram (plasmon) contributions can also be calculated
upto the order g^ in strong interaction coupling. For two massless flavours and one massive
quark flavour, we get

2p2 + ml
3/2

'11)

(12)

In these calculations, strong interaction coupling constant a, depends in general on
temperature T and chemical potential. We extract such dependences by its dependence
on average squared momentum transfer. We write9

Obviously for three massless quarks, Eq.(ll) reduces to

T

a.(M) =

where

(11 - I N,) in

4 fa + njdp' p'4 /,, + ajdp" i* /„,

\6jdp p2 fG + 12 jdp' p2 /„ +

(13)

(14)

where fa is the gluon distribution function, fpi = f£ + f~, i.e. fermionic and antifermionic
distribution functions for massless particles and /,,» = f£'+ff» a r e distribution for massive
quark and antiquarks.



Ill Equation of state for Hadron Gas (HG)

The hadronic gas consists of jr, K, p, n, w, K' etc. mesons and JV, N, A, A, E, E etc. baryons.
We can write the partition function for the grand canonical ensemble of HG as:

in Z =
d V /°° dK K*

T JOI (15)

where d is the degeneracy factor and m is the mass of hadron. Thus from (15), we can
derive the expression for the pressure. Cleymans tt a/.10'11 first incorporated the non-
vanishing volume in the statistical mechanics formalism as an excluded volume effect.
Recently Kuono and Takagi have considered12 HG as consisting of free hadronic states
except for a short range strong repulsive force existing between nucleons or antinucleons.
On the contrary, a pion does not experience such a force. Therefore, the meson contribu-
tion to pressure is not modified by any volume correction. Finally the modified equation
of state for HG can, therefore, be given as

pHG _ B

< VB M
(16)

Here Pj} (Pg) and ng(nj') are the pressure and number density of point-like baryons
(antibaryons), respectively. PjJ is the pressure arising from the mesons in the HG and
Vfl is the hard-core volume of the baryons (antibaryons).

In order to determine the phase transition from the hadronic matter to a QGP where
liadrons dissolve into weakly interacting quarks and gluons, we employ Gibbs criteria
which imply that the pressure, temperature and chemical potential must remain con-
sitant across the phase boundary. Thus the mechanical, thermal and chemical equilibrium
conditions are

pQGP _ pHG

rpQGP _ rpHG

_ ..HG
(17)

In order to calculate the bag constant B which appears in" the above equation, we
invoke the Virial theorem to write 4B = mN/VN and 1/̂  = 4 Mr% where rN is the
nucleon hard-core radius. Ignoring the diffused boundaries of the bag, we can assume
i'N = Tf- By relating the hard-core radius of nucleon r# with the bag constant B, we
effectively reduce the number of parameters appearing in our calculation. However, one
should not lay much emphasis on such relation because the radius of a nucleon is not
necessarily equal to the hard-core radius. Cleymans and Suhonen have suggested11 that
the most probable value of rp lies in the range of 0.6 ~ 0.8 fm. In our model, this range
corresponds to Bx/* as 170 - 200 MeV. Here our main aim is to investigate to which
extent the geometrical aspects play some role in the deconfining phase transition and
also to show that with a minimal number of parameters, a qualitative evaluation of the
conditions under which such a phase transition materializes can be done.

IV Results and discussion

The phase-diagram for quark-hadron phase transition resulting from our calculation at
g}l* _ 17Q MeV and A = 100 MeV, has been shown in Fig.l. Here we have the following
three cases. In the first, we take only two massleBs flavours {u,d) in QGP, then in the
second case, we include all three massless quark flavours (u, d, s) and in the third case we
show our results when (u, d) are massless and j-quark has a mass of 150 MeV. In each case,
we have shown the results of our calculation when we have (i) non-interacting quarks, (ii)
interactions upto g] term, and (iii) interactions upto g] term are included. We find that
with increasing quark flavours in the calculation, the values of the critical parameters Tc

and fic decrease. At fic = 0, the difference in Tc in the two cases is of the order of 9 MeV.
Te goes down still further when the interactions are switched on among the partons in
QGP. These results support the findings of lattice gauge simulations. Giving a mass to
one quark of the order of m, ~ 150 MeV, increases the value of Tc and \ic by a small
amount. The results for baryon-rich matter at Tc = 0 look quite significant. We find
that the value of fic decreases by nearly 150 MeV when we go from two to three flavours.
However, there is no significant difference between the cases of m, = 0 and m, = 150
MeV in this region. It should be stressed that we consider that the s quark carries only
the quark chemical potential /J,(= ^s/3) whereas the other chemical potential )i, is zero
in QGP since strange quarks and antiquarks are equal in number. Unfortunately lattice
calculations provide so far only information on systems with zero chemical potential (iB.
Therefore, we cannot compare our results. Moreover, our calculations amply demostrate
that the order of the phase transition does not change and we always have a first order
phase transition.

We have plotted in Fig.2 the results of our calculation for QGP pressure and its
variation with baryon chemical potential /ig at T = 100 MeV, We have again taken
A = 100 MeV and Bll* =170 MeV. We show our results for two cases when m, = 0
and m, = 200 MeV. Our results demonstrate that the effect of giving a mass to strange
quark is small and negligible. However, our curves show the necessity of the inclusion
of plasmon or ring diagrams at lower values of (is in the calculation. Although it gives
a large and non-perturbative contribution, it is essential to compensate for the nej^tive
pressure generated by the second order diagrams.

In these calculations, the values of a, are dependent not only on T and fig but also
on QCD scale parameter A. In Fig.3, we show how the variation in the scale A changes
the results for QGP pressure. We find a significant difference in our results for the two
values of A, e.g., A = 100 MeV and A = 160 MeV. These results also indicate that the
calculations with and without g* terms are affected in the opposite way when the value
of A is increased.

In our calculation, HG consists of x, K,r)tp,u>,K* mesons and JV, A, D, A(1236) baryons
and resonances. We are free to include more resonances with mass larger than 1236 MeV.
However, the calculation with the volume correction we are using, gives a very small con-
tribution to pressure for resonances with a large mass. We want to emphasize that the
equation of state used for HG is thermodynamically inconsistent. Recently attempts13'14

have been made to make these equations thermodynamically consistent. It will be inter-
esting to see how these corrections affect the results obtained here.

In conclusion we find that the perturbative QCD at large temperature and/or density
yields us interesting information on the nature of the quark-hadron phase transition



and also regarding the values of the critical parameters. It also sheds much light on
several issues involved in the lattice results and their interpretations. We admit that
the approach is still plagued by many limitations like infrared divergence and gauge-
dependence problem etc., it will be interesting to pursue such calculations in future so
that the detailed, dynamical properties of hot QCD can be explored analytically.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Quark-hadron phase diagram in Tc - /xc plane with B1/4 - 170 MeV and X = 100
MeV. The solid line indicates the result for QGP with massless two (u,d) quarks,
the dashed dotted line for massless three {u,d,s) quarks and the dashed line for
QGP with rou = 0,md = 0 and m. = 150 MeV. Curves A, A', A" are free QGP, B,
B', B" represent QGP with interactions upto g\ terms and C, C, C" for QGP with
intr act ions upto g\ terms.

Fig.2 Dependence of QGP pressure on /iB at T = 100 MeV, B%>* = 170 MeV and
A = 100 MeV. Curves (A, B) represent interactions upto g] term whereas (A',
B') represent upto g*. A, A' are for massless, three flavours and B, B' are for
mv = Q.md - 0, m. = 200 MeV.

Fig.3 Dependence of QGP pressure on fiBa.tT= 100 MeV, B1 '4 = 170 MeV for A = 100
MeV and A = 160 MeV, respectively.
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